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Create Your Dream Room Klutz
The year was 1969 -- Woodstock, free love, peace marches and war. Life was
unpredictable at best, but that didn't stop twenty-year-old Diane Mumper from going
after her dream of adventure. Soon to graduate from nursing school, she joined the
Army Nurse Corps, and six months later she began her journey. Often comical and
frequently cynical, Diane's stories describe her experiences from basic training through
duty in one of the most deadly war zones in South Vietnam. Along the way, she faces a
truth about herself and the war far different than she ever expected.
Lights...camera...action! Bring your LEGO minifigures to life with this beginner-friendly
guide to stop-motion animation. Ten "Mini Movies" walk you through using your phone,
tablet, or computer to make short, funny clips with step-by-step instructions. Set the
stage with any of the six included background settings and thirty-six LEGO elements,
including a pizza, banana, baseball cap, six minifigure heads, and more! Plus, learn the
tricks of the trade as you dive into more advanced skills, such as lighting, sound effects,
and camera angles. With these tips and tricks, every movie you make is guaranteed to
be a successful smash hit.
Amazing 3D rooms are ready for you to color them up and bring life into their black and
white outline existence.In each room, you will find a lot of small details like flowers on
the bedside table, cozy sofas, TV sets, books, comfy pillows and a lot more than that.
Fine lines and details. There are 14 one-sided pages, each containing pictures with the
best illustrations quality and stunning detailing.Strengthen your imagination by coloring
rooms of your dream!
2021 Pura Belpré Honor Book NYPL Best Book of 2020 2020 Evanston Public Library
Great Books for Kids In this magical middle-grade debut novel from Adrianna Cuevas,
The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez, a Cuban American boy must use his secret ability to
communicate with animals to save the inhabitants of his town when they are threatened
by a tule vieja, a witch that transforms into animals. All Nestor Lopez wants is to live in
one place for more than a few months and have dinner with his dad. When he and his
mother move to a new town to live with his grandmother after his dad’s latest
deployment, Nestor plans to lay low. He definitely doesn’t want to anyone find out his
deepest secret: that he can talk to animals. But when the animals in his new town start
disappearing, Nestor's grandmother becomes the prime suspect after she is spotted in
the woods where they were last seen. As Nestor investigates the source of the
disappearances, he learns that they are being seized by a tule vieja—a witch who can
absorb an animal’s powers by biting it during a solar eclipse. And the next eclipse is
just around the corner... Now it’s up to Nestor’s extraordinary ability and his new
friends to catch the tule vieja—and save a place he might just call home.
Young decorators can practice their craft with this doodle book of trendy room-design
ideas. More than 60 drawings offer empty rooms and materials for decorating, plus
inspiring model rooms.
How do strangers become friends? Ofelia Castillo is searching for a story. While her
friends leave their boring Florida town for summer camps and family vacations, she
braces for zero excitement. Lane Disanti would like her whole family to kick rocks.
Especially her parents, who sent her to live with her grandmother for the summer while
they finalize their divorce. Aster Douglas has one summer to figure out how to be a kid.
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She's been homeschooled by her grandfather her whole life, and it's easier for her to
make a soufflé than a friend. CCat Garcia is hiding a big secret. She's in need of a new
troop after she quits the Floras, her local Scouts, without her mother knowing. When
fate and longing bring the girls together, it isn't love at first sight. But they soon bond
over a shared mission to get the Floras to ditch an outdated tradition. In their quest for
justice, independence, and an unforgettable summer, the girls form their own troop and
find something they didn't know they needed: sisterhood.
The fashion book gets an ultimate makeover. As a young fashionista you'll play the part
of fashion designer, hair stylist, makeup artist, and personal stylist as you design outfits,
then color in makeup, hairstyles, and accessories. This fashion sketchbook features 75
pages of art starters--lightly-printed outlines of faces, figures, and fashionable extras.
Add sparkling stickers to enhance your creations, then take your best looks from the
runway to the boutique as you display them in the Look Book portfolio of keepsake
album pages with die-cut frames. Comes with: 114 page book, 72 art-starter pages, 5
double-tipped pencils in 10 colors, sparkly stickers, 16 pages of die-cut frames
Turn your dream bedroom into a reality! Written by popular YouTube style expert Tana
Smith, DIY Bedroom Decor teaches you how to personalize your space with all your
favorite looks. From an Ombre Painted Canvas and Ribbon Chandelier to Chalkboard
Frames and Sequin Curtains, this guide shows you how to create the fabulous room
decor crafts that you've spotted in magazines and online on your Tumblr dashboard.
With just a few simple tools and Smith's guidance, you'll turn your bedroom into a super
cool space your friends will envy. Every page also includes step-by-step photographs
that guide you through the process, so you'll never have to worry about how your
projects will come out. Filled with easy-to-follow instructions for 50 imaginative ideas,
DIY Bedroom Decor helps you transform your current space into the bedroom of your
dreams!

With Paper Fashions, girls get to craft their own paper-clothing couture. Trace,
cut and embellish your designs, then hang your outfit on a tiny hanger. Bellisima!
Use paper fashions to decorate greeting cards, gift bags, locker magnets and
more but, really, the joy is in the creating.
It's watercolor-with a surprise twist! As you paint, reveal hidden designs in our
invisible, paint-resistant ink. Uncover patterns in scenes with adorable animals, a
star-studded galaxy, whimsical fairies, and more! Follow step-by-step instructions
to learn the basics of watercolor and work up to more intermediate techniques
like ombré and tie-dye with 20 pieces of adorable, ready-to-paint artworks. With
premium paints and magical designs, this is the perfect starter kit for budding
artists. Need to Know: 54-page book includes 18 pages of watercolor instruction
and ideas for displaying your fool-proof masterpieces A follow-up to Watercolor
Crush and Watercolor Dreams with a magical surprise in invisible ink. Comes
with 7 vibrant colors of paint, a premium paintbrush, a palette mixing tray, and 18
pages of high-quality watercolor paper Comes with: Spot-gloss areas for resist
painting; 18 page instruction book and 18 watercolor boards with black prepainted outlines, 7 colors of paint, mixing palette and paintbrush included
From Joseph Bruchac, the author of the award-winning middle-grade thrillfest
Skeleton Man, comes another creepy tale inspired by the folklore of indigenous
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Americans. Baron has always been fascinated by bears—their gentle strength and
untamed power. But the Bearwalker legend, passed down by his Mohawk
ancestors, tells of a different kind of creature—a terrible mix of human and animal
that looks like a bear but is really a bloodthirsty monster. The tale never seemed
to be more than a scary story . . . until a class camping trip deep in the
Adirondacks, when Baron comes face-to-face with an evil being that is all too
real.
Design Your Dream RoomInterior Design PortfolioKlutz
Watercolour made easy...and dreamy! Paint 20 delightful watercolour designs,
including cute woodland animal friends, magical mermaids, tropical birds,
inspirational quotes, sweet treats, and more! Learn how to use watercolours in
the basic skills section up front, and then advance your skills as you learn
different types of brushwork, blend colours, and create amazing special effects
with paint on high quality watercolour paper. Comes with: 18 pages of
watercolour designs, 7 colours of watercolour paint, watercolour brush, palette
mixing tray
The author of wildly popular ghost stories, Mary Downing Hahn has created a
group of tales for fans of her "scary but not too scary" books. Even the stories
without actual ghosts are spooky. Each tale turns something ordinary—a pigeon, a
white dress, a stranger on the bus, a puppet—into a sinister link to the
supernatural. For the human characters, secrets from the past or careless
behavior in the present can lead to serious trouble. All the stories have a young
person as the central character, so all will resonate with young readers who enjoy
the eerie, the creepy, and the otherworldly. In a concluding note, the author talks
about how she came to write ghost stories.
Design your own glamping-ready getaway with this build-it-yourself mini vintage
camper. Assemble the high-quality chipboard pieces to build your camper, and
then the fun begins! Use fabric, sequins, and other mixed media to customise
your home-on-wheels with more than 20 DIY accessorieseverything you need is
included in the box.
A make-your-own monthly planner with stickers and holidays, offering gratitudeoriented exercises for the month, and specific kindness/gratitude challenges that
span a week.
New York Times Bestseller Rosie may seem quiet during the day, but at night she’s a
brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets who dreams of becoming a great engineer.
When her great-great-aunt Rose (Rosie the Riveter) comes for a visit and mentions her
one unfinished goal—to fly—Rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt’s
dream come true. But when her contraption doesn’t fly but rather hovers for a moment
and then crashes, Rosie deems the invention a failure. On the contrary, Aunt Rose
insists that Rosie’s contraption was a raging success: you can only truly fail, she
explains, if you quit. From the powerhouse author-illustrator team of Iggy Peck,
Architect comes Rosie Revere, Engineer, another charming, witty picture book about
believing in yourself and pursuing your passion. Ada Twist, Scientist, the companion
picture book featuring the next kid from Iggy Peck's class, is available in September
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2016.!--?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /-Praise for Rosie Revere, Engineer"Comically detailed mixed-media illustrations that
keep the mood light and emphasize Rosie’s creativity at every turn."—Publishers
Weekly "The detritus of Rosie’s collections is fascinating, from broken dolls and stuffed
animals to nails, tools, pencils, old lamps and possibly an erector set. And cheddarcheese spray." —Kirkus Reviews "This celebration of creativity and perseverance is told
through rhyming text, which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story, consistent
with the celebration of its heroine, Rosie. She’s an imaginative thinker who hides her
light under a bushel (well, really, the bed) after being laughed at for one of her
inventions." —Booklist Award 2013 Parents' Choice Award - GOLD 2014 Amelia
Bloomer Project List ReadBoston's Best Read Aloud Book
Embrace your inner fashion designer with a new and updated version of the hugely
popular My Style Studio. Children can trace amazing outfits to draw fashions and
figures that are perfectly proportioned every time. My Style Studio comes with
everything you need, including a fine-tip pen, colouring and sketching pencils, tracing
paper, vinyl clings and pattern plates to make it simple to add colour and beautiful
patterns. The clear line art on mix-and-match vinyl clings makes it easy to assemble
and trace many different outfits, giving children endless hours of creative fun!
With a shiny foiled cover and 160 spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, fullcolor artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of enjoyment. Plus, every page is
perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. In Dream House Doodles
you'll became a real-life interior designer and transform drab décor into desirable
designs! Decorate and design lavish living rooms, bold bedrooms, beautiful bathrooms,
and cutting-edge kitchens. So get ready, get set, and doodle! As always, no drawing
skills are required—just your imagination.
Four-year-old genius Anais Watterson has had to put up with a lot of shenanigans from
her family. There's her doting father, Richard, dubbed "The Laziest Person in Elmore";
her loving mother, Nicole, who's so strong she battled a T. Rex; and her goober
brothers, Gumball and Darwin, who are consistently playing tricks.
Decorate the room of your dreams with this unique interior design portfolio. Different
activity sections let you skip the drawing, and experiment right away with patterns,
colors, and space to decorate a room like a designer extraordinaire! Transform a range
of rooms into boho-chic, glam rock, vintage, modern, and more with 300+ patterns and
punch-out pieces. Get inspired and style spaces that look like they came right out of a
magazine! Comes with: 78-page book 300 punch-out pieces 10 sheets of pattern paper
1 tape sheet
101 activities that are perfect for car trips, train travel, airplane trays, waiting rooms,
desert islands, and anywhere else you find yourself with downtime. Activities include:
Encryption Wheel for Secret Messages * DIY Brain Eraser * Cootie Catcher * Design
Your Own Superhero * Paper Airplane * 3D Tic Tac Toe * Secret Handshake * 50
Jokes Every Kid Should Know * Ultimate Thumb Wrestling * Mini Playing Cards *
Phony Fork Bending * Make Your Thumb Disappear * Cat's Cradle * Mind-Reading
Magic * Photography Tricks (No Apps Needed) * License Plate Bingo * Wacky Car
Rituals * High-Speed Hand Games * Dollar Bill Monster * . . . And More! Contains:
76-page book of instructions and inspiration Googly eye puppet Fart putty Encryption
wheel and game spinner 59" inches (150cm) of cord 2 blocks of eraser clay 1 sheet of
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temporary tattoos
Unleash your inner fashion designer! Learn how to turn your stylish dreams into a smallscale paper fashion collection. (No sewing machine required.) Simply choose your
paper from more than 40 trendy patterns, trace the stencil shapes, and cut out your
new fabulous fashions. Once you've made your favorite looks, hang them on real metal
mini hangers and display them on a miniature clothing rack. This kit comes with all the
tools you need to make stunning styles! Need to Know: 32-page book includes easy-tofollow drawing instructions, a preprinted fashion sketch pad, and a fine-tip marker to
help young designers create their first looks. Styling tips from a professional stylist and
lots of inspiration will help you on your fashion journey. Mini metal hangers and a buildit-yourself 3D clothing rack add extra cuteness. Enough supplies to make up to 100
outfits Comes with: 10 mini hangers, easy-to-assemble clothing rack, fashion sketch
pad, mini marker, 2 plastic stencil sheets, 12 decorative papers, sticker sheet, 2 colors
of chenille trim, glue
Make your bedroom the envy of all your friends by giving it a glam makeover! Learn
how to use everyday objects and recycled items to make simple, practical and funky
decorations for your room, including a plush floor rug, beautiful wall hangings, photo
displays, coordinated desk organisers, easy bunting and much more!

As a tween or teen, you shouldn't be afraid to express yourself when it comes to
decorating. You can create a space that makes you happy, based on your own
personal style, and this book will show you how. You'll learn helpful hints, money
saving tips and fun ideas for furniture layouts, color schemes, lighting, window
treatments, designer tricks, theme rooms, accessorizing and more, plus creative
ideas for customizing your décor using fun do-it-yourself projects. Use this
simple, step-by-step guide to help make your room more functional and
beautiful--a place where you'll enjoy spending time. For Free decorating tips visit
www.BlueSagePress.com.
A young readers edition of the New York Times bestseller The Disappearing
Spoon, chronicling the extraordinary stories behind one of the greatest scientific
tools in existence: the periodic table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)? How did
radium (Ra, 88) nearly ruin Marie Curie's reputation? And why did tellurium (Te,
52) lead to the most bizarre gold rush in history? The periodic table is a crowning
scientific achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure, greed, betrayal,
and obsession. The fascinating tales in The Disappearing Spoon follow elements
on the table as they play out their parts in human history, finance, mythology,
conflict, the arts, medicine, and the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who
discovered them. Adapted for a middle grade audience, the young readers
edition of The Disappearing Spoon offers the material in a simple, easy-to-follow
format, with approximately 20 line drawings and sidebars throughout. Students,
teachers, and burgeoning science buffs will love learning about the history behind
the chemistry.
A bunch of scientifically proven ways to blow your mind! The Book of Impossible
Objects makes science fun and accessible to kids by combining Klutz humour
with seemingly impossible experiences. Fully dimensional eyes embedded in the
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cover follow your every move. . .
Printz Honor and NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Carolyn Mackler brings
honesty and charm to this story of a friendship between two girls. Meet Hannah.
Her name is a palindrome. Her birthday is on New Year’s. She wishes she had a
cat. She’s medium height and a little awkward. Her life has NOT been fun lately
-- her dad and stepmom are having a baby and, worst of all, her best friend next
door just moved away. Now a new girl is here, taking over her best friend’s
bedroom . . . and her own identity. Meet Emme. Her name is a palindrome. Her
birthday is on New Year’s. She loves her enormous orange cat. She’s so short
that last week she was mistaken for a kindergartner. She’s found moving hard . .
. but at least there’s the girl next door, Hannah. Maybe they’ll become friends?
While Hannah and Emme are alike in so many ways, they’re also different in
some wrong ways, too. Is this the perfect friendship . . . or a recipe for disaster?
From award-winning writer Carolyn Mackler comes a funny, smart story about
finding out who your best friends are, in good times and bad.
"Don't be another fish in the sea, be a mermaid." Color and decorate 11 quote art
prints any way you please with this customizable collection of inspirational
phrases. Each board has a special sticker surface so you can add sparkle with
glittery foil. Go wild coloring the quote-worthy sayings or create your own
motivational mottos with 4 fill-in-the-blank boards and 2 included stencils. Either
way, you're guaranteed to say a little something in a big way. Comes with:
10-page book, 7 full-size art boards, 4 locker-size art boards, 2 colored pencils, 2
sheets of stencils, Foil sheets in 5 colors, Foiling tool
"In a kingdom at war, the princess discovers a devastating truth and might be the
key to saving not only those closest to her, but the kingdom itself, if she reveals
the very secret that could destroy her"-Emily's Room is a charming story of a bright and unique little girl who transforms
an empty bedroom into a beautiful space of her own. Emily begins to understand
more about herself as she explores how she wants her room to look, feel and
function. By incorporating her favorite colors, textures, and elements of nature,
she is able to create an environment where she can thrive.Tap into your highest
potential by designing an environment that enriches and nourishes your life using
the same techniques as Emily. Through Emily's Room, you will learn an intuitive,
unconventional method of holistic decorating that is not just about the way a
room looks, but is about creating a space where you are at peace, inspired, and
supported. A design toolkit that will guide you through your own creative process,
from generating ideas through mapping out a personal design plan, is included!
This is Slappy's world -- You only scream in it! When city kid Todd Coates moves
from Queens, New York, to live on a Wisconsin farm for a year, he's in for a more
than just hanging out with his cousins Mila and Skipper. Strange things begin to
happen all around him. But Todd is the only one who sees them. Late at night. In
the cornfields. Todd is convinced there is something of the undead variety out
there. Will he be able to prove it to his classmates before school is dismissed...
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permanently?
Does your child like how her room is set up? You can't be too sure until you let her work on this
coloring book. Here, your child is given the chance to decorate her own room. Who knows,
maybe your child has a future in interior design. Grab a copy today.
Readers with a creative flair and an eye for attractive layout can let their creative sides show
with this title about the artistic and inventive field of interior design. Readers will explore
multiple styles of design, as well as learn about some influential designers and the artistic
movements that shaped them. They'll also learn how to make a room design board, how to
build a 3-D model of an interior space, and how to dress it to match their own unique style.
These tools help them experiment with their own designs and adapt them to suit many kinds of
spaces.
Color your world with rainbows! This clever snap-together rainbow maker catches sunlight and
projects tiny rainbows into your room like a disco ball. The included book is chockfull of
information about how rainbows form: the science of sunlight, prisms, and the very special
weather conditions under which rainbows might appear. Activities and experiments include
different ways you can mimic rainbow effects, including rainbow slime, a rainbow volcano, a
rainbow bubble snake, and much, much more. Comes with: 3 clear crystals. 3 silver rings, 2
suction cups, 3 holographic plastic pieces, motor with wires, battery box with alligator clips,
plastic gear box.
Take decoupage and collage to the next level with Pop Collage. Here a classic, known craft is
modernized with projects such as BFF photo necklaces, comic book bracelets and tons of
other ideas to personalize everyday objects and make your stuff truly stand out. Includes
supplies and instructions for creating innovative Pop Collage pieces, including 3-D items such
as our original paper craft creations and a totally awesome keychain.
Making mistakes has never been this much fun! Sculpt your very own creations with eraser
clay, and then bake them in the oven to make absolutely adorable, slightly squishy erasers that
really work. With 8 bright colors of clay and 35 eraser designs to choose from, you'll never
have to worry about making an error again. Make no mistake, this kit is fun for the whole
family! Comes with: 48-page book 1 pencil clay shaping tool 2 sheets of papercraft displays
Offers a catalog of never-before-seen contraptions that are equal parts brilliant, useful and
ridiculous, including a helium filled hide-a-bed and a tricycle-lawnmower, among other
inventions that are intended to spark innovative thinking.
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